ASX ANNOUNCEMENT

29 June 2020

DRILLING TO COMMENCE AT BLACKDOME-ELIZABETH GOLD
PROJECT
•

Drilling program to consist of approximately 8,500 metres of diamond drilling across Blackdome
and Elizabeth

•

Extensions along strike to be tested at both Blackdome and Elizabeth

•

Exciting new significant gold in soil anomaly discovered 2.5km to the east of Elizabeth,
discovered in 2019, to be tested for the first time

•

Drilling contractor appointed

•

Mobilisation of equipment to Blackdome expected shortly after final Notice of Work approval is
received, expected within the coming 2-3 weeks

Tempus Resources Ltd (“Tempus” or “the Company”) is pleased to provide an update on field activities at the BlackdomeElizabeth Gold Project, located in British Columbia, Canada.
Program Details
The drilling program that is about to commence at Blackdome-Elizabeth is the first drilling that has been undertaken on the
high grade, past producing project since 2011.
The planned program will commence at Blackdome, consisting of an initial 2,500 metres of diamond drilling, focussed on
verifying and expanding upon the existing high-grade historical NI43-101 Mineral Resource. The program at Blackdome
will also include trenching and drilling over significant gold in soil anomalies to the northeast of the known Blackdome
mineralisation, and resource definition drilling on a new mineralised vein discovered in the last drilling program at the
Project. (Figure 1)
Upon completion of the program at Blackdome, the drilling equipment will then move to the Elizabeth sector of the Project,
where an initial 6,000 metres of diamond drilling is planned, again focussed on verifying and expanding upon the existing
high grade historical NI43-101 Mineral Resource. Extensions to the known mineralisation at Elizabeth are being targeted
along strike (Figure 2), supported by gold in soil anomalies, as well as at depth, seeking a similar extensive mesothermal
vein hosted gold system to that seen at the nearby prolific Bralorne Gold Camp, which historically produced approximately
4.2 million high grade ounces.
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Figure 1 - Planned exploration at Blackdome

Background – geological units

NAD83 UTM Zone 10N
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Figure 2 - Planned exploration at Elizabeth

NAD83 UTM Zone 10N

Additionally, the significant new gold in soil anomaly discovered in late 2019, located approximately 2.5 km east of Elizabeth
(Figure 3), will be explored by trenching and drilling for the first time. (refer to ASX announcement dated 8 January, 2020)
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Figure 3 – Gold in soil anomaly east of Elizabeth

Proposed drill
holes and trench

Drilling Contractor and Program Commencement
Tempus has appointed British Columbia based Full Force Diamond Drilling Ltd to undertake the program. Full Force have
conducted previous drilling programs at Blackdome-Elizabeth, and as such are familiar with the Project.
Full Force are planning to begin mobilising equipment to the Project within the next four weeks, once Tempus has received
final approval for its Notice of Work for Blackdome, which is expected during the coming 2-3 weeks. Preparatory work at
Blackdome, including installation of a camp and communications to support the busy field season ahead, is continuing.
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Figure 4 – Blackdome – Elizabeth Project Tenure and Location
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This announcement has been authorised by the Board of Directors of Tempus Resources Limited.
For further information:
TEMPUS RESOURCES LTD
Melanie Ross – Director/Company Secretary
Phone: +61 8 6188 8181
Competent Persons Statement
Information in this report relating to Exploration Results is based on information reviewed by Mr. Kevin Piepgrass, who is a
Member of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of the province of BC (APEGBC), which is a recognized
Professional Organization (RPO), and an employee of Tempus Resources. Mr. Piepgrass has sufficient experience which is
relevant to the style of mineralization and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify
as a Competent Person as defined by the 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr. Piepgrass consents to the inclusion of the data in the form and context in which it appears.
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